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As global initiatives in promoting responsible business gathers momentum,
Leon Fuat Berhad (“Leon Fuat” or “the Group”) one of Malaysia’s leading
companies in the steel industry, stands proud for its environmental, social and
governance (“ESG”) standards. Leon Fuat strides forward in this direction with
renewed commitment to our material sustainability matters by introducing
climate change initiatives as a new material matter for the financial year ended on
31 December 2021.
Leon Fuat’s commitment to sustainable development and sustainable growth
for the Group is amply reflected in this Fifth Annual Sustainability Statement.
In keeping with the Group’s vision, the following will be the scope of reporting and
agenda that will be covered for this statement:

Leon Fuat’s Vision

“Steel is our business.
Excellence is our commitment”
Leon Fuat’s Shared Values
❱ Drive a performance culture of integrity and accountability
❱ Commitment to products and service quality
❱ Strengthen business processes to best service customers
❱ Manage cash resources for operational effectiveness

Sustainability Commitments

Sustainability Pillars

❱ Responsible Governance

Business Ethics and Compliance

❱ Economic Prosperity

Operational Excellence
Responsible Procurement

❱ Environmental Strewardship

Effluent and Waste Management
Noise Management
Energy and Water Efficiency
Climate Change

❱ Social Responsibility

Occupational Health and Safety
Knowledge and Skill Development
Product Quality and Customer
Satisfaction
Data Security Employee Welfare
Diversity and Inclusiveness
Corporate Social Responsibility
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Scope of Reporting (2-1, 2-3)
The reporting period for this sustainability statement follows our financial year from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021
(“FY2021”), unless specified otherwise. This statement is intended to be read in conjunction with Leon Fuat’s Annual Report
2021.
This statement covers the Group’s three (3) main subsidiaries located in Selangor and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:
1.	Leon Fuat Hardware Sdn. Bhd. (“LF Hardware”)
2.	Leon Fuat Metal Sdn. Bhd. (“LF Metal”)
3.

Supreme Steelmakers Sdn. Bhd. (“Supreme Steelmakers”)

Report Framework
This sustainability statement has been prepared in accordance with Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad Main Market Listing
requirements, and with reference to the following guidelines:

Principal Framework

Global Reporting
Initiative (“GRI”) Standards, 2021

Additional Guidelines

Bursa Malaysia
Sustainability Reporting
Guide 2nd Edition

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (“SDGs”)

Feedback (2-3)
We value our stakeholder’s feedback. For any queries, comments, or suggestions on this statement, please do not hesitate
to contact the person-in-charge listed below:
Tan Kien Yap
Chief Financial Officer

Wisma Leon Fuat
No. 11, Lorong Keluli 1B, Kawasan Perindustrian Bukit Raja Selatan,
Seksyen 7, 40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Email: tanky@lfb.com.my

OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
Leon Fuat’s commitment to sustainability is embedded in the Group’s Values by integrating its responsibility towards planet
Earth with its operations and business strategies, ensuring the health and safety of people at workplaces while balancing
economic prosperity and generating social benefits for the community. This approach balances the Group’s aspiration to
create value as a steel industry benchmark with its responsibility as a corporate citizen.
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Our Values

“Steel is our business. Excellence is our commitment”
Leon Fuat strives to be the steel industry benchmark for value creation, corporate citizenship and business ethics. Together,
with our stakeholders, we are building a sustainable enterprise that’s capable of standing the test of time. The basis of
our shared values is as follows:
Leon Fuat’s Shared Values

Drive a performance
culture of integrity
and accountability

Commitment to
products and
service quality

Strengthen business
processes to best
service customers

Manage cash resources
for operational
effectiveness

Leon Fuat’s Sustainability Journey
Leon Fuat has strived to continuously improve its sustainability disclosures since we began reporting in FY2017. Further
progress has been made with an increased focus on aligning quality business practices and initiatives with the Group’s
ESG ambitions.
The figure below outlines Leon Fuat’s sustainability journey thus far:

2017

• Disclosure for
three (3) main
subsidiaries:
LF Metal,
LF Hardware
and Supreme
Steelmakers
• Eleven (11)
material
sustainability
matters identified
• Seven (7) SDGs
identified
• Materiality
assessment of key
material matters
• Six (6) stakeholder
groups identified

2018

2019

• Establishment
of sustainability
governance
structure
• Ranking key
material matters
onto a Materiality
Matrix
• Thirteen (13)
material
sustainability
matters identified
• Fourteen (14)
SDGs adopted
in total
• Improved
stakeholder
engagement
disclosure

• Addition of Term
of Reference (TOR)
for sustainability
governance
structure
• Materiality matrix
maintained
• Thirteen
(13) material
sustainability
matters
maintained
• Seven (7) SDGs
adopted
• Inclusion of GRI
indicator numbers
• Improved
stakeholder
engagement
disclosure

2020

• Fourteen (14)
material
sustainability
matters identified
• Seven (7) SDGs
maintained
• Reassessment
of material
sustainability
matters and matrix
• Expanded list of
stakeholders to
seven (7)

2021

• Introduced
Climate Change
as a new material
sustainability
matter
• Renamed two (2)
material matters,
and consolidated
two (2) material
matters into
one (1)
• Maintained total
fourteen (14)
material matters,
• Materiality matrix
adjusted to
accommodate
changes to the
material matters
• Seven (7) SDGs
maintained
• Utilised the
updated GRI 2021
indicators
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United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
In 2015, all member states of the United Nations (“UN”), including Malaysia, adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, and the corelating set of 17 SDGs. In a show of commitment to the Sustainability Agenda and the SDGs,
Malaysia has developed the twelfth (12th) Malaysia Plan (2021 – 2025) in accordance with the UN SDGs, and places a further
emphasis on sustainability at a national level. As a major player in the steel industry, Leon Fuat recognises the responsibility
we have in contributing to Malaysia’s progress to achieve the UN SDGs. As such, we have designed our sustainability strategy
around seven (7) goals that we can have the most impact on.
UN SDG 3
Noise risk assessment,
noise awareness training,
and audiometric checks
COVID-19 Safety Procedures

UN SDG 8
Maintained Health and Safety
Policy and Management System

UN SDG 12
Scheduled waste
management procedure

UN SDG 16
Comprehensive Anti-Bribery
Management System

Health and Safety induction
training for all employees

Supplier performance
assessment

Anti-Bribery Policy 2020
Whistle-Blowing Policy 2020
Code of Ethics and Conducts
Personal Data Protection Notice

UN SDG 7
Installation of solar panels
at two (2) factories

Sustainability Governance Structure
(2-9, 2-12, 2-13, 2-14)
At Leon Fuat, sustainability is an integral
part of the business and is driven by the
Group’s leadership, with an organisationwide governance structure around it.
Leon Fuat’s Corporate Values, Code of
Conduct and Policies serve as the guiding
philosophies of our work culture.
The
performance
related
to
all
sustainability matters is governed using
a three-tier system, with each tier having
their own roles and responsibilities. The
first tier is the Board of Directors (“Board”),
who
oversees
the
implementation
of the Group’s sustainability agenda
throughout the three (3) subsidiaries.
The next tier is the Sustainability
Committee (“SC”), which supports the
Board by overseeing the implementation
of the Group’s initiatives at a managerial
level. Lastly, is the Sustainability Task Force
Committee (“STFC”), who governs the
day-to-day implementation of the Group’s
sustainability programmes and initiatives.
The figure below further details the Group’s
sustainability governance structure.

UN SDG 9
Continued commitment to invest
in newer and more efficient factory
machinery, and warehouse facilities
to improve production capacity

Board of Directors

UN SDG 3
Use of Green Diesel trucks
for lower carbon emissions
Generation of renewable energy
from solar at two (2) factories

❱ Endorses Leon Fuat’s sustainability strategy
and commitment
❱ Approves the contents of the sustainability
statement

Sustainability
Committee

❱ Executive Director
❱ Chief Financial Officer
❱ Managerial level
from subsidiaries

❱ Makes recommendations for the proposed
sustainability statement
❱ Supervises Leon Fuat’s progress on
sustainability initiatives

Sustainability Task
Force Committee
❱ Employee representatives
from subsidiaries
(LF Metal, LF Hardware,
Supreme Steelmakers)

❱ Assists the SC in making recommendations
for Leon Fuat’s sustainability statement
❱ Guides the implementation of the Group’s
sustainability strategy and activities in its
day-to-day business practices
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LEON FUAT’S STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (2-29)
At Leon Fuat, we consider our stakeholders as partners in long-term value creation. We have developed a robust stakeholder
engagement process to foster and nurture relationships, which helps improve strategy development and decision-making.
Delivering on stakeholder needs, interests and expectations are core to the way we operate. Our key stakeholders comprise
of investors, customers, vendors, management, government and regulatory bodies, employees, communities as well as
the media and industry bodies. We periodically engage with them either through focus group or individually. For effective
communication, we use a wide range of tools and platforms such as our Company website, newsletters, e-mails, social
media, online communication platforms, one-to-one meetings, physical/virtual conferences and meets, and press releases.
The table below details the Group’s stakeholder engagement approach:
Stakeholders
Employees

Area of Interest
•
•
•
•

Capacity building
Work-life balance
Attractive remuneration
Safe and healthy work
environment

Engagement Channel
•
•
•
•
•

Face-to-face discussions
Learning and development
Employee performance appraisal
Staff meetings
Annual dinner

Engagement Frequency
•
•
•
•
•

Ad-hoc
Ad-hoc
Annually
Ad-hoc
Annually

Management

• Company reputation
• Risk management
• Ensuring service requirements
and profitability

• Coordination meetings
• Business unit meetings
• ISO management review

• Ad-hoc
• Quarterly
• Annually

Customers

• Confidence and trust on the
Group
• Quality of goods
• Valuable business experience

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Continuous collaboration
• Fair procurement
• Supporting local suppliers

• Face-to-face discussions
• Vendor performance review
• Product quality feedback

• Ad-hoc
• Annually
• Ad-hoc

Investors/
Shareholders

• Company reputation
• Future competence
• Investment growth of
the Company
• Risk management

• Annual general meetings
• Bursa Malaysia announcements

• Annually
• Ad-hoc

Communities

• Local community development
• Philanthropy
• Impact of the Group’s
operations on the surrounding
community

• Corporate programs
• Promotion and advertising
on social media and websites

• Ad-hoc
• Ad-hoc

• Corporate governance
• Regulatory compliance
• Transparency and
accountability

• Meetings and consultations
• Compliance with government
legislative framework

• Ad-hoc
• On-going

Vendor/
Suppliers

Government/
Regulatory Bodies

Face-to-face discussions
Satisfaction assessment
Feedback survey
Website and social media tools

Ad-hoc
Annually
Ad-hoc
Ad-hoc
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MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS (3-2)
At Leon Fuat, conducting a materiality assessment exercise enables us to identify, prioritise, track and report the most
important ESG issues. It defines our corporate priorities. As such, a materiality assessment was conducted in FY2020 to
account for the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on the Group’s business operations as well as its potential influence on
stakeholder decisions.
For FY2021, the matrix from FY2020 was maintained, with a few adjustments to reflect the new financial year. Climate
change has been introduced as a ‘high priority’ sustainability material matter by stakeholders, in addition to being key
influence on business success in the short, medium and long term. Climate change has been termed as one of the greatest
challenges facing humanity today and has the potential to cause irreversible changes to global weather patterns thereby
causing widespread hardships to all living beings on the planet.
Over the last three (3) decades, significant efforts have been put globally to the effects of climate change but there is
a growing realisation that much more needs to be done and the window of opportunity is shrinking fast. While the government
does its part to meet its commitments, a large part of this responsibility has fallen upon businesses. Leon Fuat is cognisant
of the enormity of the challenges ahead posed by climate change and acknowledges the role we have to play in working
proactively towards combating climate change.
The following are several other materiality matters that have been consolidated and renamed for FY2021 to better reflect
our priorities.
•

Work-life Balance has been consolidated into Employee Welfare, to better encapsulate the connection between worklife balance and the overall welfare of our employees.

•

Energy and Water Consumption has been renamed to Energy and Water Efficiency, to show our dedication towards
lowering our consumption of resources through improving our energy and water use efficiencies.

•

Customer Satisfaction has also been renamed to Product Quality and Customer Satisfaction as a means to emphasise
the link between our high-quality products and satisfaction of our customers.

The methodology of the materiality assessment for FY2020 is as follows:
Assessment
Online survey forms
were distributed
to the stakeholder
groups identified
to assess the
importance of
Leon Fuat’s
material matters

Identiﬁcation
The relevant
material matters
and stakeholder
groups for the
reporting period
were identified
and updated

Validation
The material
matrix formulated
is submitted for
approval

Prioritisation
The importance
of each material
matter is determined
and mapped
accordingly
on a matrix
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Very High

6

1
2

4
5

3

7
9
10

8

13
Medium

Importance to Leon Fuat’s Stakeholders

FY2021 Material Matrix

12

11

14

Medium

Very High

Importance to Leon Fuat’s Business Operations

PRACTISING
RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNANCE

ACHIEVING
ECONOMIC
PROSPERITY

INVESTING IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP

STRENGTHENING
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

6.	Business Ethics and
Compliance

1.

Operational
Excellence

9.

Climate Change

2.

7.

Responsible
Procurement

11.

Effluent and Waste
Management

Occupational Health
and Safety

3.

Knowledge and Skill
Development

4.

Product Quality &
Customer Satisfaction

5.

Data Security

8.

Employee Welfare

10.

Diversity and
Inclusiveness

12.

Corporate Social
Responsibility

13.	Noise Management
14.

Energy and Water
Efficiency
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Mapping Our Material Matters
Each of our identified material sustainability matter has been mapped to the related SDGs, GRI indicator, and the interested
stakeholder group. This is to highlight the inter-connectedness between our sustainability commitments and the SDGs,
GRI indicators, and our stakeholders.

Material Matter

Description

GRI Indicator

Stakeholder
Group

Practising Responsible Governance
Business Ethics and
Compliance

The values and standards of the
Group to ensure ethical conduct
in its business operations.

2-23: Policy commitments

• Employees

2-26: Mechanisms for seeking
advice and raising concerns

• Management

2-27: Compliance with laws and
regulations

• Shareholders

• Investors

3-3: Management of material
topics
205-2: Communication and
training about Anti-Corruption
Policies and Procedures
Achieving Economic Prosperity
Operational Excellence

Investments by the Group
to improve efficiency of its
performance.

2-6: Activities, value chain, and
other business relationships

• Employees

3-3: Management of material
topics

• Investors

203-2: Significant indirect
economic impacts
Responsible Procurement

The purchasing of materials
and services in a manner
that upholds the Group’s
sustainability values.

2-6: Activities, value chain, and
other business relationships

• Management
• Shareholders

• Vendors/
Suppliers

203-2: Significant indirect
economic impacts
204-1: Proportion of spending on
local suppliers

Investing in Environmental Stewardship
Effluent and
Waste Management

Actions taken by the Group to
ensure proper management and
disposal of by-products.

3-3: Management of material
topics
303-2: Management of water
discharge-related impacts
303-4: Water discharge
306-1: Waste generation and
significant waste-related impacts
306-2: Management of significant
waste-related impacts
306-3: Waste generated

• Employees
• Management
• Investors
• Shareholders
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Stakeholder
Group

Material Matter

Description

GRI Indicator

Noise Management

Initiatives by the Group to
monitor and minimise noise
pollution within the work area.

3-3: Management of material
topics

• Management

Initiatives by the Group to track
and manage its energy and
water consumption through
responsible saving measures.

302-1: Energy consumption
within the organisation

• Management

Energy and
Water Efficiency

302-3: Energy intensity

• Employees

• Employees

302-4: Reduction of energy
consumption
303-5: Water consumption

Climate Change

Initiatives and commitments by
the Group to manage the risks
and opportunities of Climate
Change towards the Group’s
business.

3-3: Management of material
topics

• Management

305-1: Direct (Scope 1) GHG
emissions
305-2: Indirect (Scope 2) GHG
emissions

Strengthening Social Responsibility
Occupational
Health and Safety

Policies and management
systems the Group has put in
place to protect the health and
wellbeing of its employees
within the workspace.

403-2: Hazard identification,
risk assessment and incident
investigation
403-4: Worker participation,
consultation and communication
on occupational health and safety

• Employees
• Government/
Regulatory
Bodies

403-5: Worker training on
occupational health and safety
403-9: Work-related injuries
Knowledge and Skill
Development

Product Quality &
Customer Satisfaction

Data Security

Providing training and skill
development programmes to
strengthen the workforce.

404-1: Average hours of training
per year per employee

Quality assurance and surveys
to gauge the level of customer
satisfaction.

2-29: Approach to stakeholder
engagement

Measures taken by the Group to
protect the privacy of its data.

3-3: Management of material
topics

• Employees

418-1: Substantiated complaints
of breaches of customer privacy
and losses of customer data

• Management

• Employees

404-2: Programmes for
upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programmes
• Customers
• Management

3-3: Management of material
topics

• Customers
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Material Matter

Description

GRI Indicator

Employee Welfare

Benefits and equitable
remuneration that the Group
provides its employees, and

2-29: Approach to stakeholder
engagement

Group activities organised to
ensure the mental health of
employees and prevent work
burnout.

Stakeholder
Group
• Employees

401-1: New employee hires
and employee turnover
401-2: Benefits provided to
full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or
part-time employees
401-3: Parental leave

Diversity and Inclusiveness

How the Group ensures all its
employees are treated and
recruited without discrimination.

405-1: Diversity of governance
bodies and employees

• Management
• Employees

405-2: Ratio of basic salary and
remuneration of women to men
406-1: Incidents of discrimination
and corrective actions taken

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Engagement programmes and
financial assistance to support
vulnerable communities.

413-1: Operations with local
community engagement, impact
assessments, and development
programs

• Management
• Employees
• Communities

9
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Contribution to
the SDGs

PRACTISING RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE
Leon Fuat has set high-level policies designed to ensure that we behave in an ethical manner in
all our business dealings. We have put in place a governance framework, policies, management
systems, code of conduct, all of which clearly set out our ethical principles and required behaviour.
It demands that our employees act with professionalism, honesty and integrity and that we respect
the human rights of every individual.

Business Ethics and Compliance (2-23, 2-26, 2-27, 3-3, 205-2)
To promote ethical business behaviour and conduct, as well as transparency and accountability in the workplace,
Leon Fuat has established group-wide policies, such as the Whistleblowing Policy, Anti-Bribery Policy, and Code of
Ethics and Conduct. These policies are further supported by our Anti-Bribery Management System which facilitates
ethical business conduct and provides action plans to address any reported misconduct.
Anti-Bribery Management System (“ABMS”)
The ABMS was established in 2020 and is designed to ensure the Group conducts business ethically and appropriately.
Together with the Anti-Bribery Manual, which outlines the scope of the management system, the ABMS also establishes
the Anti-Bribery Compliance Function (“ABCF”) and lays out the roles and responsibilities of the ABCF, as elaborated
below. There have been no changes to the ABMS or the ABCF for this reporting period.
Chief of ABCF
• Oversees implementation of ABMS
• Reports ABMS performance to the Board
• Plans and reviews the Bribery Risk
Assessments
• Appoints investigation team for any
concerns raised

Document Controller
• Manages ABMS documentation
• Attends to bribery concerns raised and
reports it to the Chief
• Provides guidance to personnel on ABMS
and bribery related issues
• Investigates reports assigned by the Chief

Deputy Chief of ABCF
• Oversees implementation of ABMS
• Provides guidance on ABMS and bribery
related issues
• Assists the Chief on ABMS related matters

Members of ABCF
• Provides advice to personnel on ABMS and
bribery related issues
• Attends to bribery concerns raised and
reports it to the Chief
• Investigates reports assigned by the Chief
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Communication and Training
The policies, and any changes made to them, are effectively
communicated to our employees either through the Employee
Handbook for LF Metal employees, or during the induction course for
new employees at all three (3) subsidiaries. The policies are also made
publicly available on our corporate website. For this reporting period,
Anti-Bribery training was provided to our employees at LF Hardware,
where 74 employees had participated, while Supreme Steelmakers had
conducted an Anti-Bribery Awareness Campaign.
Reporting and Investigation

11

Number of Employees Participated
in Anti-Bribery Training FY2021

51

20 3

LF Hardware
■ Non-Executive ■ Executive ■ Management

Proportion of Local Suppliers Used for FY2021

Leon Fuat has a Grievance Procedure, as per our Whistleblowing Policy, for our employees and external stakeholders to use
to report any suspected unlawful activities or inappropriate behaviour within the Group. Employees or external stakeholders
71.8%
70.3%in good
who wish to make a report can do so by sending an email to appointed individuals within78.6%
the Group. All
reports made
LF Hardware
■ LF Metal ■ Supreme
Steelmakers
faith will be treated with confidence throughout the investigation process. The■identity
of whistleblowers
is kept
completely
anonymous unless prior consent to disclose their name is received, and whistleblowers are protected from any potential
retaliation.
Proportion of Spending on Local Suppliers
To manage all potential issues and concerns raised, we have designated points of contact, which are the Audit Committee
Chairman, Senior Independent Non-Executive Director, and respective Chief of ABCF. Leon Fuat also has a Reporting
Investigation Procedure that lays out the investigation methods for any concerns raised, with the main course of action
20.0%
26.7%
18.2%
outlined below:
LF Hardware

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
30.1%

24.9%

17.5%

LF Metal

The assigned official
conducts a preliminary
review to gather
relevant evidence.

The facts of the
investigation are
established and
corrective action
proposed.

The results of
The corrective
the investigation
action is reviewed
and corrective action
for its effectiveness.
49.1%
56.5%
are reported to 47.7%
Supreme Steelmakers
management.

For this reporting period, we recorded zero incidents of whistleblowing cases or any potential breach of conduct.
■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021

Internal Assessment and Compliance
In 2020, we established a bribery risk assessment procedure, in accordance to the principles of the Anti-Bribery Management
System (MS ISO 37001), as part of our ABMS. For this reporting period, Supreme Steelmakers has undergone a bribery and
corruption risk assessment for its operations. Existing controls for all operations are found to be adequate and satisfactory.
The Group strictly adheres to all relevant rules and regulations through internal documentation and assessments. Some of the
key regulations we adhere to are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

Employment Act 1955
Factories and Machinery Act 1967
Income Tax Act 1967
Environmental Quality Act 1974
Capital Markets and Services Act 2007

•
•
•
•

Companies Act 2016
Minimum Wages Order 2018
Main Market Listing Requirements
Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance
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Relevant SDGs

ACHIEVING ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Leon Fuat creates value for clients, business partners and communities by building
a resilient business infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable industry
practices and by fostering a culture of innovation and creativity. As part of its
operational excellence, the Group also ensures inputs and outputs for consumption
and production are balanced sustainably by optimising machinery usage and
responsibly sourcing materials and services.

Operational Excellence (2-6, 3-3, 203-2)
Sustainability is a major driver of our business operations, where we look to maximise our business output while
optimising our material input and minimising our adverse impacts. Our main value generating activity is steel
processing and/or manufacturing (collectively referred to as “processing”), followed by our trading divisions. Our
primary product is carbon steel, followed by stainless steel and alloy steel. The diagram below illustrates the value
creation process within the steel industry, and the position of Leon Fuat’s main activity, steel processing, that generates
value for our various stakeholders.
Steel processing and manufacturing
into value-added products
Optimisation focus

Refining process
to purify impure metals

Casting of molten metal
into metal ingots
Procurement of raw materials
such as iron ore

The Group also expanded into welded steel pipe manufacturing in FY2019, upon the completion of the first phase
production plant in Port Klang, which involved the construction of a factory and installation of new machinery.
The project is currently ongoing but has moved on to its next phase, with the installation of additional two (2) new pipe
forming machines at the first phase factory, completion of a second factory warehouse, and plans in place to build a
third factory equipped with a new multi-size pipe forming machine and a slitting machine. We anticipate all phases of
the production plant to be completed by the second half of FY2023.
As of 31 December 2021, we have committed approximately RM50.66 million for investments in machinery and
construction of factory and warehouse facilities to improve our future processing capacity.
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Responsible Procurement (2-6, 203-2, 204-1)
Procurement Policies outlines the fair business practices by which Leon Fuat conducts business and we expect our suppliers
to adopt similar principles. We expect our suppliers, service providers, and other engaged third parties to conduct their
business in a responsible manner that aligns with Leon Fuat’s Corporate Values.
We have taken steps towards a more sustainable supply chain by implementing strict selection criteria and performance
assessments for our suppliers, as illustrated below.

Supplier Selection Procedure

Supplier Performance
Assessment

Rating Process to determine
which supplier should be selected

Annual assessment by Leon Fuat
to update supplier ratings

Selection criteria:
❱ Reputation
❱ Affordability

Performance indicators:
Number of Employees Participated
❱ Compliance level
in Anti-Bribery Training FY2021
❱ Punctuality
❱ Service quality
51

20 3

LF Hardware
■ Non-Executive ■ Executive ■ Management

Directing our procurement spending towards local suppliers has benefits
not only for the local economy, but also serves to reduce the carbon
emissions resulting from the transport of materials over long distances.
During this reporting period, the proportion of the procurement spending
on local suppliers has decreased at LF Metal and LF Hardware, while at
Supreme Steelmakers the proportion of spending on local suppliers has
increased. For the third consecutive year, Supreme Steelmakers had the
largest percentage of local spending among the three (3) subsidiaries.
Despite having the highest expenditure on local suppliers, only
70.3% of the total suppliers used by Supreme Steelmakers during this
reporting period were local, the lowest among the three (3) subsidiaries.
The highest percentage of local suppliers used goes to LF Hardware
at 78.6%. The total amount spent on local suppliers for FY2021 was
approximately RM 155.57 million, or 19.7% of the total procurement
expenditure. The main type of suppliers the Group engaged with
during this reporting period are as follows:

Machine
Parts

78.6%

71.8%

Proportion of Spending on Local Suppliers

20.0%

26.7%

Servicing/
Processing

18.2%

LF Hardware

24.9%

17.5%

LF Metal

Raw
Materials

47.7%

49.1%

Supreme Steelmakers

Consumables

70.3%

■ LF Hardware ■ LF Metal ■ Supreme Steelmakers

30.1%

Suppliers Engaged for FY2021

Machinery

Proportion of Local Suppliers Used for FY2021

Steel Products/
Manufacturer

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021

56.5%
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Contribution to the SDGs

INVESTING IN ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Steel is integral for infrastructure building and plays a key role in economic
development and nation-building. However, steel processing and trading is a
resource-intensive business and can create environmental impacts in the form of
emissions and effluents. We are committed to using the most efficient production
routes, minimising waste generation and investing in new technology to reduce our
environmental footprint.

Effluent and Waste Management (3-3, 303-2, 303-4, 306-1, 306-2, 306-3)
Leon Fuat is committed to compliance with the laws and regulations set out in the Environmental Quality Act 1974
(EQA 1974) and the Local Government Act 1976 on the handling and disposal of scheduled and non-scheduled waste,
as well as the discharge of effluents. In accordance with this, we have established a waste management system that
efficiently manages the handling and disposal of all waste types. The dedicated safety and health officer oversees
the waste management system with the assistance of the production and procurement personnel. The figure below
illustrates the mechanism of our waste management system.
Waste Disposal at Leon Fuat

Scheduled Waste

Waste Generated
at Leon Fuat

Handled by Safety
and Health personnel
❱ SW104
❱ SW306
❱ SW409
❱ SW410

Handled by Production
and Procurement
personnel
❱ Paper
❱ Plastics
❱ Cans

Disposed by DOE
licensed collector

Recovered

Non-scheduled Waste

Disposed by Local
appointed collector

Landﬁll

Recycled
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For FY2021, we have included scheduled waste generated from both LF Metal and Supreme Steelmakers. For non-scheduled
waste generation, we have recorded the waste generated from the three (3) subsidiaries during this reporting period.
Moving forward, we strive to continue to improve upon our recording and monitoring of waste generation.
LF Metal has recorded a decrease in the amount of SW104 generated for second year in a row. This continued decrease in
SW104 is attributed to the reduced production caused by the pandemic during this reporting period. SW104 and SW409
generated at LF Metal are disposed at a landfill/incinerator and a recovery centre respectively. As for Supreme Steelmakers,
it has generated 2.28 tonnes of SW306, which is sent to be recycled. The overall scheduled waste generation from both
LF Metal and Supreme Steelmakers is shown in the table below.
Amount of Scheduled Waste (tonnes) Generated
LF Metal
Code

Description

FY2019 FY2020

SW104

Dust, slag, dross or ash containing aluminium,
arsenic, mercury, lead, cadmium, chromium,
nickel, copper, vanadium, beryllium, antimony,
tellurium, thallium or selenium excluding slag
from iron and steel factory

SW306

Supreme Steelmakers
FY2021

FY2019 FY2020

FY2021

1.45

1.32

1.10

-

-

-

Spent lubricating oil

-

-

-

-

-

2.28

SW409

Disposed containers, bags or equipment
contaminated with chemicals, pesticides,
mineral oil or scheduled wastes

-

-

0.41

-

-

-

SW410

Rags, plastics, papers or filters contaminated
with scheduled wastes

0.32

-

-

-

-

-

This reporting period we have calculated the amount of general waste generated from the three (3) subsidiaries, LF Metal,
LF Hardware, and Supreme Steelmakers. LF Metal has continued the trend of decreasing amounts of non-scheduled waste
year by year. This overall trend can be attributed to the success of our sustainability initiatives, which include placing recycling
bins in offices, and reducing the distribution of hardcopy documents, such as ISO manuals and policies, by increasing sharing
of softcopies instead.
Amount of Non-Scheduled
Waste (tonnes) Generated
0.37
LF Hardware

We monitor and record the quality of LF Metal’s effluent discharge to ensure it
is below the permissible limits set out in the Environmental Quality Act 1974
(EQA 1974). We assess five (5) water quality parameters: Chemical Oxygen
Demand (COD), Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), Total Suspended Solids
(TSS), Oil and Grease, and Ammoniacal Nitrogen (NH3-N). The results for
this reporting period show that our effluent discharge remains well below
both Standards A and B of the EQA 1974, as seen in the table below.
Effluent Sampling Results (mg/L)

9.59

6.49

5.30

LF Metal

0.66
Supreme Steelmakers
■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021

Water Quality Parameters

FY2021

Standard A*

Standard B**

COD

31

120

200

BOD

9

20

50

TSS

10

50

100

-

20

20

10.75

50

50

Oil & Grease
NH3-N

Note:
* Standard A refers to discharge upstream of any raw water intake
** Standard B refers to discharge downstream of any raw water intake
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Noise
Risk
Assessment

Noise Management (3-3)
The Group recognises the importance of noise management in our
day-to-day operations as prolonged exposure to excess noise can
cause various health problems such as stress, poor concentration,
productivity loss and hearing difficulties.To prevent this, we ensure we
always comply with the latest regulations and legislative requirements
on noise, such as the 2019 Noise Regulations. In complying with 2019
Noise Regulations, we have conducted in-house Safety, Health and
Environmental training that included Noise Awareness Training for all
255 employees at LF Metal, and will be carrying out audiometric checks
and noise risk assessments in the near future at LF Metal.

Noise
Awareness
Training

Noise
Management
Practices
FY2021

Audiometric
Checks

Energy and Water Efficiency (302-1, 302-3, 302-4, 303-5)
Energy Management
Amount of Non-Scheduled
Leon
understands
that our business activities, such as the manufacturing and processing of steel products, is energy
WasteFuat
(tonnes)
Generated
intensive and can greatly impact both the environment and our operating costs if we do not manage our energy usage
efficiently. To this end, we monitor our electricity and fuel consumption, as well as our electricity intensity at the three (3)
subsidiaries.
LF Hardware Consumption
Electricity

0.37

Generally, the large amount of electricity is consumed at Leon Fuat to support our steel processing/manufacturing activities,
as well as to power our warehouses and offices. The majority of this electricity is used by our machinery and operations
involved in pipe
and5.30
steel processing. For this reporting period, the overall electricity consumption from the
9.59manufacturing
6.49
three
(3)
subsidiaries
decreased
by
14.9%,
from a total of 4,942,212 kWh in FY2020 to 4,205,590 kWh in FY2021.
LF Metal
LF Metal has once again recorded the highest electricity consumption among the three (3) subsidiaries. This is an expected
outcome as LF Metal is the largest, and possesses the most machinery installed on site. However, it should also be noted
that LF Metal’s electricity consumption has decreased significantly for this reporting period, by 24.1% since FY2020. This is
mainly due to efforts to increase its 0.66
use of renewable energy at its factories, through the installation of solar panels at 2 of its
Supreme Steelmakers
factories,
each with a capacity of 554 kWp and 665 kWp respectively. The use of renewable energy has seen an overall energy
consumption saving by 56.0% at LF Metal’s factories since its installation in May 2021 until December 2021 as compared to
the
same ■length
■ FY2019
FY2020of■period
FY2021 from September 2020 to April 2021.
Supreme Steelmakers has recorded the highest electricity intensity among the subsidiaries for the third year in a row.
This is attributed to the usage of more machinery per square feet in comparison. However, it can also be seen that the
electricity consumption at Supreme Steelmakers has been decreasing steadily for the past two (2) years, by 10.4% from
FY2019 to FY2020, and by 2.2% from FY2020 to FY2021.
Electricity Consumption (kWh) by Subsidiary

391,773

589,841

692,451

LF Hardware

2,146,600

3,396,312

2,578,401

1,067,290

956,059

934,738

15.83

15.48

Supreme Steelmakers

LF Metal

Electricity Intensity (kWh/sq. ft.) by Subsidiary

3.96
LF Hardware

5.96

6.99

4.24
LF Metal

6.71

5.09

17.67
Supreme Steelmakers

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021
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Fuel Consumption
A portion of our energy consumption is the fuel requirements for our fleet of delivery trucks. Generally, LF Metal has the
highest fuel consumption out of the three (3) subsidiaries due to having the greatest number of delivery trucks of 22 units
in total. We have observed a 6.9% decrease in fuel consumption for LF Hardware during this reporting period. Whereas for
LF Metal, and Supreme Steelmakers, each subsidiary had consumed approximately the same amount of fuel as the previous
financial year, with only a 0.4% and 3.8% difference respectively. This can be partially attributed to controlled movement and
lockdowns that occurred during this reporting period due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Fuel Consumption (litres) by Subsidiary

70,225

73,590

68,498

LF Hardware

390,701

374,515

376,134

26,391

26,316

27,316

Supreme Steelmakers

LF Metal

Regardless, to ensure efficient fuel consumption and minimise our greenhouse gas emissions within our delivery truck fleet,
we continue to utilise more green-diesel based delivery trucks. Currently, 88.9% of our fleet are green diesel trucks, with the
remaining 11.1% being regular diesel trucks. Green diesel trucks are delivery vehicles that are able to utilise Euro5 diesel.
Euro5 diesel is a cleaner fuel than the conventional Euro2 diesel as it has a much lower emission standard (1.0g/km of CO for
3
Water 0.5g/km
Consumption
by Subsidiary
Euro2;
of CO (m
for )Euro5)
and lower maximum sulphur content (500ppm for Euro2; 10ppm for Euro5).
Water Consumption
4,962

7,971

12,215

37,575

39,848

24,552

4,395

2,674

3,153

26,316

27,316

Leon Fuat recognises the importance of efficient water management in our business operations, given that the steel
Fuel
Consumption (litres) by Subsidiary LF Metal
Supreme Steelmakers
LF
Hardware
manufacturing
process utilises a significant amount of water, especially during the cooling
and descaling process. To this
end, we regularly monitor our water usage at each subsidiary, and analyse which processes and machinery are consuming a
Fuel Consumption
significant
amount of(litres)
water.by Subsidiary
70,225

73,590

68,498

390,701

374,515

376,134

26,391

For
FY2021, LF Metal continues to be the largest
consumer of water among the three (3)
subsidiaries
due to being the largest
Supreme
Steelmakers
LF Hardware
LF Metal
and having
the
most
machinery
present.
However,
only
LF
Metal
recorded
a
decrease
in
water
consumption
by 38.4% during
70,225
390,701
374,515
26,391
26,316
68,498
376,134
27,316
Water
Intensity
(m373,590
/sq.
bytwo
Subsidiary
this
reporting
period.
The ft.)
other
subsidiaries have seen an increase in water consumption, by 53.2% for LF Hardware, and
Supreme Steelmakers
LF Hardware
LF Metal
17.9% for Supreme Steelmakers.
This0.05
trend is mirrored
intensity, with LF Metal
showing a0.08
decrease0.05
while the other two0.07
subsidiaries
an
0.07
0.04have seen
0.05
0.8 by the water 0.12
3
increase
in
water
intensity.
Water
Consumption (m ) by Subsidiary LF Metal
Supreme Steelmakers
LF
Hardware
Water Consumption (m3) by Subsidiary
4,962

7,971

12,215

7,971

12,215

39,848

24,552

37,575

39,848

24,552

LF Metal

LF Hardware
4,962

37,575

Supreme Steelmakers

LF Metal

LF Hardware

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021
4,395
2,674
3,153
4,395

2,674

3,153

Supreme Steelmakers

Water Intensity (m3/sq. ft.) by Subsidiary
Water Intensity (m3/sq. ft.) by Subsidiary
0.05

0.8

0.12

0.05
LF Hardware

0.07

0.08

0.05

LF Metal

LF Hardware
0.8

0.12

0.07
LF Metal

0.07

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.05

Supreme Steelmakers
0.08

0.05

0.07

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021
Supreme Steelmakers
■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021
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Climate Change (3-3, 305-1, 305-2)
Leon Fuat aspires to set an industry benchmark for
environment performance by focusing on climate change
mitigation and resource efficiency. Environmental impact
of our manufacturing operations includes generation of
carbon dioxide (“CO2”), dust emissions, discharge of water
effluents and process waste generation. To address these
impacts, we have carried out a range of initiatives such as
the installation of solar panels at two of our factories with a
capacity of 554 kWp and 665 kWp respectively, to increase
our use of renewable energy. Also, 88.9% of our fleet
currently comprises of diesel delivery trucks that are able to
use green diesel fuel.
We have calculated our scope 1 and scope 2 greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions from the three (3) subsidiaries sites for
this reporting period. Scope 1 emissions are defined as direct emissions resulting from the burning of carbon fuel sources,
calculated by converting our total fuel consumption to total CO2 emitted, using a diesel fuel emission factor1. For our scope
2 emissions, defined as indirect emissions resulting from the consumption of grid electricity, we used the grid emission2
factor for Peninsular Malaysia to convert total electricity consumption into total CO2 emissions. Our total GHG emissions are
summarised in the figure below, having recorded the highest GHG emissions in FY2020, with 4,174.8 tCO2e.
Total GHG Emissions (tCO2e)

1,318.5

1,283.6

2,109.4

FY2019

1,276.8

2,891.2

2,460.3

FY2021

FY2020

Among the three (3) subsidiaries, LF Metal has consistently emitted the highest amount of GHG for the last three (3) financial
years, with Supreme Steelmakers coming in as the second highest emitter, and LF Hardware remains the lowest emitter.
This is illustrated in the figure below.
Total GHG Emissions (tCO2e) by Subsidiary
FY2019

190.0

1,057.1

229.2

1,255.8

71.4

624.4

1,986.8

71.2

559.3

1,508.4

73.9

546.8

FY2020
199.1

1,013.3

345.1

FY2021
185.3
LF Hardware

405.1

1,017.6
LF Metal

Supreme Steelmakers
■ Scope 1 ■ Scope 2

1

2

UK Greenhouse Gas Reporting: Conversion Factors 2021; Published 2 June 2021; Updated 24 January 2022; Department
for Business, Energy & Industries Strategies.
2017 CDM Electricity Baseline for Malaysia: https://www.mgtc.gov.my/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2017-CDMElectricity-Baseline-Final-Report-Publication-Version.pdf
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Contribution to the SDGs

STRENGTHENING SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
At Leon Fuat, we firmly believe that the health and welfare of our people, the
community and society, as a whole, is intrinsic to our approach to doing business.
Balancing economic prosperity, environmental responsibility and social benefits for
the community is the foundation on which Leon Fuat operates.

Occupational Health and Safety (403-2, 403-4, 403-5, 403-9)
Ensuring the health and safety of all the people who work in, with, and around Leon Fuat is the primary obligation of a
responsible business. Guided by our Safety and Health Policy, our goal is to ensure zero harm for our employees, our
contractors and the communities where we operate. We have a comprehensive health and safety policy and a culture
of awareness, backed by regular training for everyone to improve and maintain safe behaviour in the workplace. Here
are the health and safety training programmes that were conducted in FY2021.
Occupational Health and Safety Training Programmes
• Health and Safety Induction Training
• COVID-19 Management in
Workplace Webinar

• COVID-19 Prevention in Workplace & Refresher Safety Briefing
• Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment &
Risk Control + Accident Investigation

To ensure our operations are conducted in a safe manner, we have established a company-wide control system in
the form of a Safety and Health Manual overseen by the Safety and Health Committee. The manual details the roles
and responsibilities of the dedicated safety and health officer, as well as the relevant safety procedures for potential
workplace incidents such as fires. We also conduct regular workplace inspections for health and safety issues, and
during this reporting period we conducted four (4) inspections at LF Metal, and Supreme Steelmakers.
LF Metal also has two established risk assessment procedures, the Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, and Risk
Control (“HIRARC”) Procedure, and the 2-Minute Hazard Report Card, designed to further ensure a safe working
environment. The HIRARC Procedure was established in FY2017 as a mechanism to facilitate the identification of
potential hazards and to establish appropriate control measures. The HIRARC Procedure calculates the level of risk
associated with a particular activity from two interconnected factors: the severity of an injury or illness resulting from
the hazard, and the likelihood of the injury/illness occurring. The 2-Minute Hazard Report Card is used to identify the
severity of a hazard and consequently indicates whether to stop or continue an activity.
For this reporting period, we recorded a total of 749,569.37 working hours across the three (3) subsidiaries, with
six (6) incidents of major injuries recorded from LF Metal, and a combined seven (7) cases of minor injuries from
LF Hardware and LF Metal. Tragically, during this reporting period we recorded one (1) fatality at LF Hardware as one
of our employees suffered a fatal heart attack at home.
In FY2021 we continue to implement preventive measures to mitigate disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
to safeguard the health of our employees and ensure business continuity as much as possible. We have revised the
‘COVID-19 Infection Prevention and Control’ (IPC) Standard Operating Procedures (“SOPs”) introduced last year, to
better assist our management and employees in practising the necessary measures to prevent the spread of the virus.
The SOPs are illustrated in the figure below.
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Daily temperature check
before entering premises

Emergency Response Plan
and decontamination for
identified positive case
of COVID-19

Regular communications
on latest information
on COVID-19 and SOPs

Provision of hand sanitiser,
antibacterial hand wash,
and face mask

LEON FUAT’s

COVID-19 SOPs

Employee training on
safety protocols

Social distancing
of one (1) metre

Regular sanitisation of
premises, commonly
used vehicles, and
delivery packages

Knowledge and Skill Development (404-1, 404-2)
Leon Fuat’s work culture encourages high performance through continuous development and opportunities for growth,
in addition to enhancing engagement and motivation through distinctive reward and recognition programmes. We have
nurtured a culture of diverse thinking through internal and external training to nurture the best talents and develop new
skillsets.
All new employees begin their careers at Leon Fuat with an induction training. The induction programme consists of two
sessions, the first being an introduction to the Group and its operations, and the second on specific departmental SOPs
and practices.
In addition to the induction sessions, some of the training provided during this reporting period includes:
Training Programmes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal ISO 9001:2015 (QMS) Auditor training
VCE-31 Chief Executive Development training
Webinar – Managing Remote Employee Performance
Webinar – Welding Stainless Steel and
High Nickel Alloys
Internal training (FW & HRDF)
Microsoft Excel – Intermediate level training
Safe Practise during Machine Maintenance training
Webinar – Payroll Compliance: Do’s and Don’ts
Employer Obligation and Guidelines on
Quarantine Facilities
Commanding Safety in Post-Pandemic Era
Building Better Workplace Communication
ISO Awareness
Failsafe Termination of Employment
– Contract and Dismissal

* This list excludes Occupational Health and Safety Training

• Anti-Bribery training
• How to Conduct Training Needs Analysis (TNA):
What it is and How to do it right during the
COVID-19 Pandemic
• Certified Environmental Professional in Schedule
Waste Management training
• Root Cause Analysis (RCA) training
• Training Need Analysis (TNA) training
• Logistic Training 1.0: Excel Formula and Data
Organisation
• Microsoft Excel – Power Query
• VISTAGE – Chief Executive Programme
• Sharpening Your Core Leadership Competencies
• Financial Risk Evaluation and Review Issues Relating
to Specific Items of Financial Statements
• Budget 2022 & Recent Tax Development
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Average Training Hours per Employee
For FY2021, we recorded 439 training hours across our workforce,
with an average of 1.14 hours per employee. This year, to maintain
8.95
1.62 1.14
the social distancing and the safety of our employees several training
■ FY2019 were
■ FY2020
■ FY2021virtually. Our staff also attended several online
sessions
conducted
webinars.

Average Training Hours per Employee
27,316
8.95

1.62 1.14

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021

The figures below illustrate the average training hours per employee,
by gender and employment category.
Average Training Hours by Gender

Average Training Hours by Gender
6.32

1.44

5.88

1.10

2.18

FY2020

FY2019

1.27

FY2021
6.32

FY2020
■ Male ■ Female

FY2019

Average Training Hours by Employment Category

1.44

5.88

Average Training Hours by Employment Category
2.67
FY2019

14.62

4.76 0.25

0.91 0.76
FY2020

3.08

1.90

1.42

1.09

1.56

1.04

FY2021
2.67
14.62
0.25
0.91 0.76
■ Senior Management
■ Management
■ Executive 4.76
■ Non-Executive
FY2019
FY2020

Aside from the above training programmes, LF Metal also encourages its employees to take part in educational programmes
that
beneficial
to them and the company. The Education Reimbursement Plan at LF Metal offers our employees the
Neware
Employee
Hire
opportunity to take part in educational programmes by partially or fully reimbursing our employees the examination
registration fees, tuition fees, examination fees, and cost of study materials. Our employees are also offered education
New Employee Hire
counselling via our Department Heads, and paid examination leave of up to five (5) days.
75

46

20

43

7

Product
Quality and Customer Satisfaction
(2-29. 3-3)
FY2020
FY2019

10

FY2021
75

20

The Group always strives to deliver the best customer experience possible through the quality of our products and services,
FY2020
FY2019
and
our customer
care. We regularly engage and communicate with our customers, to build and foster good relations.
Employee
Resignation
We also conduct yearly customer satisfaction surveys. For this reporting period, LF Hardware’s overall customer satisfaction
has remained the same as it was in FY2020, 84.8%. Whereas for LF Metal, the overall customer satisfaction has increased by
Employee Resignation
4.0% from the previous year. The table below summarises the overall customer satisfaction for each subsidiary.
75

FY2019

Financial Year

44

16

FY2020

LF Hardware

50

8

FY2021

LF Metal

11

Supreme
75 Steelmakers
16
■ Male ■ Female
FY2020

FY2019

2020

84.8%

80.0%

74.5%

2021

84.8%

84.0%

82.5%

Last year, we developed a new customer satisfaction survey for Supreme Steelmakers as a means to adapt to the changing
business environment. This survey focused on three (3) categories which are Products, Services and Others (i.e. credit facilities,
delivery services and responsiveness to complaint). Under the new system, Supreme Steelmakers previously recorded
a performance score of 74.5%, and for this reporting period, has seen it increase to 82.5%.
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We have also established robust customer complaints procedures for the three (3) subsidiaries, which are designed in
accordance to ISO 9001:2015 (Quality Management Systems). The procedures allow us to identify potential areas for
improvement within our business practices, and to better meet customer expectations. The outline of the procedure
is illustrated below.

LF Metal & LF Hardware

Leon Fuat’s Customer
Complaints Procedures

Supreme Steelmakers

Record customer complaint

Record product defect and decide
disposition

Investigate the complaint

Re-inspect product

Review the need to take
corrective action

Identify and issue NCR to
person responsible

Submit approved complaint
to delivery department

Investigate root cause to determine
if problem could reoccur

Quality control of goods

Verify effectiveness of
corrective action

Recommend corrective action

For this reporting period, LF Metal and LF Hardware has received 116 and 20 customer complaints respectively. The most
common type of complaint received by LF Metal was on the product quality, at 45 complaints. Supreme Steelmakers have
not received any complaints from their customers during this reporting period.
Data Security (3-3, 418-1)
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the adoption of the “new normal” in online engagement and operations. Transition
to remote working models and accelerated adoption of digital technologies has increased vulnerability to cyber-attacks.
Personal and financial data created, collected and stored by companies is becoming an increasingly valuable asset to
businesses. Therefore, protection of that data from threats such as data breaches is critical.
At Leon Fuat, we conduct our business in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act (“PDPA”) 2010, the law which
governs the collection, use, disclosure and care of personal data. In accordance to the PDPA 2010, we issue a Personal Data
Protection Notice to our employees and customers, stating the purpose for processing personal data and any disclosure of
said data.
We have also put in place several technical and organisational security measures to ensure data remains protected.
These measures include:
i.
installing antivirus and firewalls;
ii.
encrypting data to prevent unauthorised third-party access;
iii.
establishing access control for authentication and authorisation for company-sensitive data;
iv.
using secure passwords to access payrolls and the Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) system;
v.
using a cloud-based data backup for important data at LF Metal and LF Hardware; and
vi.
daily or weekly server backups at Supreme Steelmakers.
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A simplified diagram of our data security
measures can also be seen below. During
this reporting period, there have been no
substantiated complaints of breaches in
customer
loss of
customer
data at
Average privacy
TrainingorHours
per
Employee
any of the three (3) subsidiaries.
Employee Welfare
8.95
(2-29, 401-1, 401-2, 401-3)

1.62 1.14

■ FY2019 ■ FY2020 ■ FY2021

For FY2021, we have consolidated the
Work-life Balance material matter with
Employee Welfare. Our people practices
are aimed at developing a culture of care,
commitment, engagement and harmony
across
theTraining
workforce.
In by
order
to improve
Average
Hours
Gender
employee work-life balance, among others,
we rolled out the following range of benefits,
such as medical6.32
and group personal
accident
1.44
5.88
insurance, annual leave, maternity leave,
FY2020
FY2019
marriage
leave, compassionate leave, and
study or examination leave. At LF Metal, we
have also established a ‘Perfect Attendance
Average
Training
Hours
by Employment
Category
Record’
which
rewards
eligible
employees with
cash rewards and certificates of appreciation.
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Data
Encryption

Passwords
to access
payroll
and ERP
system

Antivirus
and
firewalls

27,316

Leon Fuat’s
Data Security
Measures
Personal
Data
Protection
Notice

Establish
access
control
2.18
Cloud-based
FY2021
data backup

1.10

1.27

■ Male ■ Female

To create a holistic for work environment that further motivates and maximises the productivity of our employees, we conduct
annual appraisals for our employees to better understand their wants and needs. We then also provide our employees various
training
opportunities
their0.25
competencies
career goals.
on
training1.56
can be found
2.67
14.62 to enhance4.76
0.91 0.76 and personal
3.08
1.42 Further information
1.90
1.09
1.04
FY2019 ‘Knowledge and Skill Development’.FY2020
under
FY2021
■ Senior Management ■ Management ■ Executive ■ Non-Executive

For this reporting period, we hired 53 new employees and saw 61 employees resign. There was a reduction this year in both
hires and resignations from previous years due to the current economic instability resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.
During this reporting period, one (1) female employee has taken maternity leave and has since returned to work.
New Employee Hire

75

46

20

7

FY2020

FY2019

43

10

50

11

FY2021

Employee Resignation

75
FY2019

44

16
FY2020

8
FY2021

■ Male ■ Female

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Movement Control Orders have prohibited many group activities and it has been
difficult to conduct initiatives and activities that help to promote and maintain a healthy work-life balance to our employees.
Regardless, we continue to encourage and promote that our employees look after their mental and physcial wellbeing.
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Diversity and Inclusiveness (405-1, 405-2, 406-1)
At Leon Fuat, we thrive in a culture of respect, inclusion and diversity. We have made a conscious effort to build an equitable
environment and a diverse workforce. We recognise that our people give us a healthy business edge. Across our operations,
our teams have a healthy mix of not just gender and age, but also culture, ethnicity and a myriad of other such aspects.
We actively work against stereotypical biases to encourage a culture of meritocracy and free from discrimination.
As at the end of the FY2021, our workforce comprises of 391 employees, of which 76.2% is male. The table below displays the
gender distribution in Leon Fuat for the last three (3) financial years. While the gender distribution is skewed towards a male
majority workforce, this is representative of the physically demanding nature of work demanded by the steel industry. We do
not discourage women from joining our workforce, and we provide fair and equal opportunities to all. We strive to ensure
that our female employees are paid as equally and fairly as their male counterparts. To demonstrate this, we have calculated
and tabulated the average salary ratio of women to men for each employee category across the three (3) subsidiaries below.
Gender Distribution
Financial Year

Male

Female

2019

303

96

2020

305

95

2021

298

93

Average Salary Ratio of Women to Men for each Employee Category by Subsidiary
Employee Category

LF Hardware

LF Metal

Supreme Steelmakers

Senior Management

0:1

0:1

0:1

Management

0:1

1:1

1.5:1

Executive

1.1:1

1.2:1

0.9:1

Non-Executive

0.8:1

1.8:1

0.8:1

Note: 0:1 ratio signifies that there are no women currently within those employee category
We continue to support local communities and the local economy where we operate by prioritising employment of local
workers. As at the end of the FY2021, 76.5% of our workforce comprised of locals, with the remaining 23.5% from non-locals.
In terms of age distribution, 60.1% of our employees fall within the 30 to 50-year age group. This age category contains
individuals with valuable industry experience as well as significant potential for further growth and development. The 26.1%
of the workforce that is below 30 years represents the new generation of talents who can grow and develop with Leon Fuat
into future leaders of the industry. Finally, the remaining 13.8% of the workforce aged above 50 years represents the pinnacle
of experience and business knowledge within the Group.
74.6% of our employees hold non-executive positions as steel processing and factory management is incredibly
labour-intensive.
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Local vs. Non-Local Distribution

291

303

108

299

97

FY2020

FY2019

■ Local ■ Non-Local

Age Distribution

117

234

115

48

231

FY2020

FY2019

31

66

292

FY2019

102

54

235

54

FY2021
■ Below 30 years ■ 30-50 years ■ Above 50 years

Employee Category Distribution

10

92

FY2021

11 33

65

FY2020

291

11 35 53

291

FY2021
■ Senior Management ■ Management ■ Executive ■ Non-Executive

Corporate Social Responsibility (413-1)
Align with Leon Fuat’s Corporate Values, we envisage a
wider society in which every individual can realise his/her
potential with dignity. This vision is enabled through the
efforts of Leon Fuat’s Corporate Social Responsibility team
to co-create transformative, efficient, and lasting solutions
for development challenges.
During the world’s fight against the pandemic, we stood
by the most underserved communities, by providing
financial
assistance
through
charitable
donations.
We provided emergency aid to the December 2021 flood
victims, of which 45 were our own staff from LF Metal.
They were granted a special paid-leave and a one-time
financial assistance of RM300 per employee. Cumulatively,
we donated RM20,500 to our employees who were affected
by the flood.

CONCLUSION
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the
importance of business resilience, community support, and
teamwork. We are proud that in spite of the disruptions
our sustainability efforts continue to grow and evolve.
Despite these unprecedented economic times, the global
and local steel industry have seen sustained growth.
We continue to leverage on our leadership skills and
capability and strong industry position to generate value
for our stakeholders while continuous to strengthen our
ESG performance.

Relief provided to Staff who were affected by the December 2021 floods
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GRI Disclosure
GRI 2: General
Disclosures 2021

Description

Section

Page
Number

Organisational Profile
2-1: Organisational details

Sustainability Statement,
Scope of Reporting

2-6: Activities, value chain, and other
business relationships

Sustainability Statement, Operational
Excellence, Responsible Procurement

36-37
36, 48-49

Ethics and Integrity
2-23: Policy commitments

Business Ethics and Compliance

46-47

2-26: Mechanisms for seeking advice
and raising concerns

Business Ethics and Compliance

46-47

2-27: Compliance with laws and
regulations

Business Ethics and Compliance

46-47

Governance
2-9: Governance structure and
composition

Sustainability Governance Structure

39

2-12: Role of highest governance body
in overseeing the management of
impacts

Sustainability Governance Structure

39

2-13: Delegation of responsibility for
managing impacts

Sustainability Governance Structure

39

2-14: Role of highest governance body
in sustainability reporting

Sustainability Governance Structure

39

Stakeholder Engagement
2-29: Approach to stakeholder
engagement

Leon Fuat’s Stakeholder Engagement,
Product Quality and Customer
Satisfaction, Employee Welfare

40, 57-59

Reporting Practice

GRI 3: Material
Topics 2021

2-3: Reporting period, frequency and
contact point

Scope of Reporting, Feedback

37

3-2: List of material topics

Material Sustainability Matters

41-45

3-3: Management of material topics

Business Ethics and Compliance,
Operational Excellence,
Noise Management, Effluent and
Waste Management, Climate Change,
Product Quality and Customer
Satisfaction, Data Security

46, 48,
50-52,
54, 57-59
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GRI Disclosure
GRI 200:
Economic

Description

Section

Page
Number

Indirect Economic Impacts
203-2: Significant indirect economic
impacts

Operational Excellence,
Responsible Procurement

48-49

Procurement Practices
204-1: Proportion of spending on local
suppliers

Responsible Procurement

49

Anti-Corruption
205-2: Communication and training
about anti-corruption policies and
procedures
GRI 300:
Environment

Business Ethics and Compliance

27

46-47

Energy
302-1: Energy consumption within the
organisation

Energy and Water Efficiency

52-53

302-3: Energy intensity

Energy and Water Efficiency

52-53

302-4: Reduction of energy consumption

Energy and Water Efficiency

52-53

Water and Effluents
303-2: Management of water
discharge-related impacts

Effluent and Waste Management

50-51

303-4: Water discharge

Effluent and Waste Management

50-51

303-5: Water consumption

Energy and Water Efficiency

52-53

Waste
306-1: Waste generation and significant
waste-related impacts

Effluent and Waste Management

50-51

306-2: Management of significant
waste-related impacts

Effluent and Waste Management

50-51

306-3: Waste generated

Effluent and Waste Management

50-51

Emissions
305-1: Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

Climate Change

54

305-2: Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

Climate Change

54
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GRI Disclosure
GRI 400:
Social

Description

Section

Page
Number

Employment
401-1: New employee hires and
employee turnover

Employee Welfare

59

401-2: Benefits provided to full-time
employees that are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees

Employee Welfare

59

401-3: Parental leave

Employee Welfare

59

Occupational Health and Safety
403-2: Hazard identification, risk
assessment and incident investigation

Occupational Health and Safety

55-56

403-4: Worker participation, consultation
and communication on occupational
health and safety

Occupational Health and Safety

55-56

403-5: Worker training on occupational
health and safety

Occupational Health and Safety

55-56

403-9: Work-related injuries

Occupational Health and Safety

55-56

Training and Education
404-1: Average hours of training
per year per employee

Knowledge and Skill Development

56-57

404-2: Programmes for upgrading
employee skills and transition assistance
programmes

Knowledge and Skill Development

56-57

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
405-1: Diversity of governance bodies
and employees

Diversity and Inclusiveness

60-61

405-2: Ratio of basic salary and
remuneration of women to men

Diversity and Inclusiveness

60-61

Non-Discrimination
406-1: Incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken

Diversity and Inclusiveness

60-61

Local Communities
413-1: Operations with local community
engagement, impact assessments and
development programmes

Corporate Social Responsibility

61

Customer Privacy
418-1: Substantiated complaints of
breaches of customer privacy and losses
of customer data

Data Security

58-59

www.leonfuat.com.my
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